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Competing principles for allocating health care resources

We clarify options for conceptualising equity or what we refer to as justice in resource
allocation. We do this by systematically differentiating, expounding then illustrating
eight different substantive principles of justice. In doing this, we compare different
meanings that can be attributed to ‘need’ and ‘the capacity to benefit’. Our
comparison is sharpened by two analytical tools. First, quantification helps to clarify
the divergent consequences of allocations commended by competing principles.
Second, a diagrammatic approach developed by economists Culyer and Wagstaff
offers a visual and conceptual aid. Of the eight principles we illustrate, only two treat
as relevant both a person’s initial health state and a person’s capacity to benefit per
resource unit expended: (1) allocate resources so as to most closely equalise final
health states, and (2) allocate resources so as to equally restore health states to
population norms. These allocative principles ought to be preferred to the
alternatives if one deems relevant both a person’s initial health state and a person’s
capacity to benefit per resource unit expended. Finally, we examine possibilities for
conceptualising benefits as relative to how badly off someone is, extending Parfit’s
thought on Prioritarianism (a prioritising of the worst off). Questions arise as to how
much intervention effects accruing to the worse off count for more, and how this
changes with improving health. We explicate some recent efforts to answer these
questions, including in Dutch and British government circles. These efforts can be
viewed as efforts to operationalise need as an allocative principle. Each effort seeks
to maximise in the aggregate quanta of effect that are differentially valued in favour of
the worst off. In this respect, each effort constitutes one type of Prioritarianism, which
Parfit failed to differentiate from other types.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aspirations to allocate resources, especially health care resources, ‘according to need’
have long been advanced. Equally, however, these aspirations have been subject to
ambiguities concerning the meaning of need. Ambiguities have been more effectively
addressed in the case of allocation ‘according to expected benefit,’ especially by health
economists, with considerable consequences for health policy. Recent articles (Hope,
Osterdal, and Hasman 2010; Carter et al. 2013) have attempted to advance thinking on
the meaning of need when used as an allocative principle. In this article, we continue
that effort, as part of a more comprehensive analysis. We systematically differentiate,
expound and illustrate eight allocative principles that can be viewed as competing for
our reflective endorsement and practical application. One of the aims of this analysis
is to differentiate and set out, in quite general terms, different meanings that can be
attributed to ‘need’ and ‘expected benefit’ (or ‘the capacity to benefit’). Another aim
is to draw together works in the too-often disparate disciplines of applied ethics and
health economics, namely with a view to benefitting each.
Careful attention to the work of some health economists on how to
conceptualise and operationalise ‘need’ as an allocative principle can serve to advance
current debates over allocative principles. Those debates span health economics,
ethics, policy, and health technology assessment (the field of inquiry in which the
costs, effects and broader implications of health interventions are systematically
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evaluated). The debates often centre on how an orthodoxy of contemporary health
economics and policy ought to be revised, or at least tempered or supplemented. That
orthodoxy comes to a single allocative principle, namely ‘allocate resources according
to expected benefits’ or, much more precisely, ‘allocate resources so as to maximise
aggregate health’. Revision of this orthodoxy is often urged in the name of need,
something to which the orthodoxy is deemed to inadequately answer, morally
speaking. A recent review conducted by a team of health economists and ethicists for
the World Health Organisation (Norheim et al. 2014) identified numerous factors that
orthodox economic analysis fails to attend to but which nonetheless can be relevant in
assessing the value of a health intervention. Many of these factors can be
conceptualised in terms of need. Toward the end of this article, we examine two
government-backed efforts to temper the orthodoxy of maximising aggregate health by
operationalising some notion of ‘need’ as an allocative principle.
Cookson and Dolan (2000) have expounded a number of competing allocative
principles and used a hypothetical scenario to illustrate the often divergent allocations
of health care resources that these commend. In the first half of this article, we do
likewise. However, our hypothetical scenario is left quite abstract, so as to keep the
reader’s focus on the general issues. Furthermore, our comparison of allocative
principles is sharpened by two analytical tools. First, using quantification helps to
clarify divergent consequences by bringing a degree of precision (Williams 1997,
120). Second, we employ a diagrammatic approach developed by Culyer (2006) and
Wagstaff (Culyer and Wagstaff 1993), because it offers a visual and conceptual aid.
Our comparison draws out how, of the eight principles we illustrate, only two
principles treat as relevant both a person’s initial health state and a person’s capacity
to benefit per resource unit expended. Those two allocative principles are: (1) allocate
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resources so as to most closely equalise final health states, and (2) allocate resources
so as to equally restore health states to population norms. These allocative principles
ought to be preferred to alternatives if one takes seriously the relevance of both a
person’s initial health state and a person’s capacity to benefit per resource unit
expended. The contemporary orthodoxy of ‘allocate resources so as to maximise
aggregate health’ is limited in that it treats as relevant solely a person’s capacity to
benefit per resource unit expended, as we go on to demonstrate.
Our comparison of allocative principles is also intended to provide insights and
a potential framework for use in any deliberative process that might be undertaken to
establish how health care resources ought to be allocated. Daniels (1993, 1994; 2009,
38) continues to write of “unsolved rationing problems.” These are problems that
theoretical debate has failed to solve over the course of decades, problems over which
reasonable people disagree and which seem most easily (perhaps even solely) solved
through a fair procedure taking the form of a deliberative process, like a Citizens’ Jury
(Smith and Wales 2000) .1 “Establishing a fair process for priority setting is easier
than agreeing on principles”, Daniels (2000) writes. While this may be true, principles
are nonetheless “important inputs into a fair, deliberative process” (Daniels 2001, 10).
Meaningful deliberation can never be all process. In this vein, deliberations about
health care resource allocation can greatly benefit from the kind of comparison of
allocative principles that we undertake in this article.
Early on, we confine our analysis to four assumptions that are contestable but
nonetheless common in the practice of health economics and policy. (1) Resources are
scarce relative to the totality of worthy possible uses. (2) As such, resources should be
allocated justly. (3) Justice is to be judged purely by reference to specified
consequences for health or, in other words, intervention effects. (4) Every uniform
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increment or “quantum” of intervention effect is assumed to be of equal value
(Williams 1997, 120). (In other words, each constitutes an equal benefit.) Later in the
article, we examine departures from the fourth assumption, especially.2
Following our illustration, we examine the possibility of balancing multiple
allocative principles. When seeking to balance health maximising and health
equalising principles, the question of their relative importance can be seen as a
question concerning the rate at which one is willing to trade aggregate health for
greater health equality. We then analyse proposals concerning the importance of
securing for all a ‘fair innings’ (Williams 1997). These proposals encompass a
lifetime view of health, such that, for the allocator of resources, health is to be viewed
less as a state than as a kind of stock that accumulates over time. We then demonstrate
how uniform quanta of intervention effect can be differentially valued, variously in the
name of securing for all a fair innings, in the name of prioritising the worst off, and in
the name of need. (These can all come to one and the same.) By doing this, we
examine departures from the fourth assumption above. Finally, we examine
government-backed efforts in the Netherlands and Britain to differentially value
quanta of effect as a means of incorporating some notion of ‘need’ into the (routine,
systematic, quantitative) valuation of health interventions. Both efforts represent one
type of Prioritarianism (a prioritising of the worst off), and we demonstrate precisely
how this is so, for the first time differentiating between different types of
Prioritarianism. We thus draw attention to burgeoning efforts within health economics
and policy circles to operationalise insights made by philosophers, among others,
concerning the importance of more than simply maximising aggregate health. We do
this while simultaneously inviting philosophers to benefit from the conceptual
resources developed by health economists and earlier demonstrated in our illustration.
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II. ALLOCATIVE PRINCIPLES

A principle can simply be a guide to action or rule of thumb (Oxford English
Dictionary 2007). Aristotle’s formal principle of justice states that equals should be
treated equally and, by corollary, unequals should be treated unequally (Beauchamp
and Childress 2009, 242). That principle is merely formal insofar as the substance of
what makes for equals is not yet specified. “Substantive” or “material” principles of
justice specify what equals share (Beauchamp and Childress 2009, 242). They specify
relevant respects in which people or their claims are equivalent. Equals are equal in
their X. X is precisely a substantive principle of justice. While Aristotle’s formal
principle does not identify equals, it does specify that, once identified, equals should
be treated equally. Its accent falls on treatment, not on outcome. Equal treatment,
whatever it is, may or may not include ensuring that equals enjoy equal outcomes.
The first substantive principles of justice that we differentiate can be
formulated as follows. Scarce health care resources ought to be allocated in direct
proportion to each person’s:
1.

incremental capacity to benefit

2.

total capacity to benefit

3.

need, considered as inversely related to their initial health state

4.

need, considered as the resources required to exhaust all capacity to benefit
(Culyer 2001, 2007)
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A person’s ‘incremental capacity to benefit’ refers to a person’s capacity to benefit per
resource unit expended. (This can change, usually diminishing, as more and more
resources are expended.) In this article, we often speak of persons, but substantive
principles of justice can also be applied in relation to relevantly homogenous groups.
In this way, the word ‘parties’ can be used to encompass both persons and groups.
We then examine the following principles of justice. They represent goals for
health care resource allocation, and can be formulated as follows. Scarce health care
resources ought to be allocated so as to:
5.

maximise aggregate health

6.

equally exhaust each person’s capacity to benefit

7.

most closely equalise final health states

8.

equally restore health states to population norms

Aggregate health is maximised by allocating resources in direct proportion to each
person’s incremental capacity to benefit – we demonstrate this below. Principles 5
and 1 are therefore equivalent; each represents merely a reformulation of the other.
Further allocative principles are conceivable. For example, scarce health care
resources could be allocated in direct proportion to each person’s willingness to pay.
However, we confine our analysis to Principles 2-8 as formulated above, partly
because each is illuminated by comparison with the others using the analytical tools
that we adopt, namely the quantification of health states and the diagrammatic
approach developed by Culyer and Wagstaff.3

III. ILLUSTRATION
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The intervention will form our basic resource or cost unit. Imagine a standardised
treatment, like a course of medication or therapy, whose financial and other costs
remain constant but whose therapeutic benefit tends to diminish as a person receives
successive treatments. The intervention can be equated to an allotment of public
funding; in this way, a fraction of an intervention can be intuited as a fraction of the
funding needed to cover the cost of the intervention. The rest of the intervention could
be paid for privately, for instance.4
Our measure of benefit will be health units (h), an abstract, hypothetical unit
able to track changes in the health of a person. Culyer (2006, 1156) puts it thus:
“Suppose that ... health, is measured on some linear scale, which is agreed to have
construct validity, which allows the measurement of more or less of it.” Imagine a
unit like metres that a person can see, degrees that a person can move their arm, or
something more abstract like the quality of life routinely quantified using an
instrument such as the EQ-5D (Kind, Brooks, and Rabin 2005).5
Given the above, let us suppose the following.


Six interventions are to be immediately allocated between two persons.



Both persons share the same initial health state: without an intervention,
their health state will remain at zero. Hence, in Figure 1, this starting
point, or “endowment point”, coincides with the origin (Wagstaff 1991,
24).6



Conversely, each person’s health state will tend to increase with every
additional intervention, but differently for each person and in non-linear
fashion: successive interventions will tend to increase the health state less
and less, that is, in diminishing increments. Figure 1 plots the different
health states achievable by different allocations of all available resources.
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At the point marked (0,6), A is allocated zero interventions while B is
allocated all six. As a consequence, A’s health remains unchanged at zero
while B’s health increases from zero to 23h. Likewise, at the point marked
(1,5), A is allocated one intervention while B is allocated the remaining
five. As a consequence, A’s health increases from zero to 33h while B’s
health increases from zero to 22h. And so on.
How ought the six interventions to be allocated? The answer depends on which
allocative principle is favoured.

Plotting the health frontier

The kind of curve plotted in Figure 1 has been called “the health frontier” (Wagstaff
1991, 24). It represents the range of desirable, attainable states for any two parties
under a particular resource constraint (the availability of six interventions, in our
illustration). In this way, allocating constrained resources between two parties is
equivalent to selecting a point along the health frontier.
The frontier’s shape is defined by the constraint on resources together with the
parties’ respective capacities to benefit from them (in other words, the respective rates
at which parties can convert resources into benefits). Increasing these rates, or lifting
the resource constraint, will push the frontier further out from the endowment point.
In practical terms, this could take the form of improving intervention effectiveness, or
increasing the number of available resources.
By definition, every point along the health frontier is Pareto-efficient. This
means that no further ‘free’ benefits are available. All resource waste has been
eliminated, for instance. Benefits accruing to one party can now only be achieved with
9

the loss of benefits to another. We must trade off one party’s benefits for another’s.
The rate of trade is indicated by the slope of the curve at any one point. When the
curve section is perfectly horizontal or vertical, the cost to one party of benefitting the
other is zero; that is, a ‘free’ benefit is available. As such, perfectly horizontal and
vertical sections are not properly a part of the health frontier. For instance, in Figure
1, the curve section from (5,1) to (6,0) is perfectly vertical. This signifies that A’s
health is not improved by a sixth intervention. That intervention can therefore be
allocated to B with no loss to A in terms of benefits denied. This curve section is thus
excluded from the health frontier proper. Indeed, Culyer (1992; 2006, 1155) argues
that it would be unethical to entertain allocations that forego ‘free’ benefits. Such a
concern for Pareto-efficiency can be considered a stand-alone ethical principle. It is
maximising (of ‘free’ benefits) and underpins any use of the health frontier as a
conceptual aid to allocative thinking.
The next sections examine the application of Principles 2-8 in the context of
our illustration.

Principle 5 (= Principle 1). Allocate resources so as to maximise aggregate health

While every point along the health frontier is Pareto-efficient, not every point
maximises aggregate health. Aggregate health is maximised only by that point
intersecting with the -1 slope. On either side of this point, a resource unit attains
benefits for one party smaller than those that it could otherwise attain for the other
party, thus failing to maximise aggregate health. At the point along the health frontier
that intersects with the -1 slope, benefits accrue to one party with equivalent loss to the
other in terms of benefits denied (that is, at a 1:1 ratio). Put another way, parties now
10

share an equivalent incremental capacity to benefit (Principle 1). This is why
Principle 5 equates to Principle 1. In Figure 1, we can see that the curve section from
(3, 3) to (4, 2) will contain a point that intersects with the -1 slope. Making
assumptions about the curve’s shape, namely its mathematical function, enables one to
identify that point exactly.
Principle 5 is commonly criticised for virtually ignoring initial health states.
Initial health states are treated as irrelevant beyond being needed to calculate the
magnitude of the first increments of benefit. On Principle 5, solely a person’s
incremental capacity to benefit is relevant; if this is already known, then one need not
inquire further into the person’s initial health state. As a result, resources can be
allocated to healthier people so long as those people exhibit greater incremental
capacities to benefit. This offends against moral intuitions that oppose benefitting the
better off at some cost to the worse off. Put differently, it offends against moral
intuitions that commend prioritising those most in need.

Principle 2. Allocate resources in direct proportion to each person’s total capacity to
benefit

A person’s capacity to benefit can be considered not only in per-resource-unit
increments but also in toto. This furnishes a very different substantive principle of
justice. A person’s total capacity to benefit is a kind of theoretical maximum defined
by the effectiveness of current interventions and considered independently of resource
constraints. Figure 1 indicates that A’s total capacity to benefit corresponds to an
increase of 65h. This is the greatest benefit that A can hope to attain given the
effectiveness of current interventions. As explained above, the perfect verticality of
11

the health frontier from (5, 1) to (6, 0) indicates that A does not benefit from a sixth
intervention and, by extrapolation, from any subsequent intervention. By contrast, the
slope of the health frontier does not reach horizontal. As such, B still stands to benefit
(presumably in diminishing increments) from interventions beyond the sixth, that is,
from resources beyond those currently available. Making some assumptions about the
shape of the curve, we can estimate that B’s total capacity to benefit equates to an
increase of 24h.
Principle 2 can be criticised on at least two scores. It treats as irrelevant
incremental capacities to benefit. As a result, it risks foregoing larger benefits that are
otherwise attainable. Furthermore, like Principle 5, Principle 2 treats as irrelevant
initial health states, beyond needing them to calculate capacities to benefit. As such,
like Principle 5, it can favour those already better off.

Principle 3. Allocate resources in direct proportion to each person’s need, considered
as inversely related to their initial health state

A person’s need is sometimes conceptualised as his or her capacity to benefit, whether
incremental or total (Hasman, Hope, and Østerdal 2006; Hope, Osterdal, and Hasman
2010). In this case, Principles 2 and 5 remain unchanged, but appear under a different
name: ‘need’ simply replaces ‘capacity to benefit.’
A person’s need can be conceptualised otherwise, namely as inversely related
to his or her initial health state (Hasman, Hope, and Østerdal 2006; Hope, Osterdal,
and Hasman 2010). The less the initial health state, the greater the need.7 On this
conception, people who share the same initial health state share the same degree of
need. In our illustration, both persons share the same initial health state, namely zero
12

h. Principle 3 therefore commends an equal allocation of resources for each person:
three interventions each. It does this irrespective of outcome.
Principle 3 can be criticised for treating as irrelevant capacities to benefit, both
incremental and total. As a result, it is blind to what benefits might be foregone and,
in this respect, is potentially wasteful of resources.

Principle 4. Allocate resources in direct proportion to each person’s need, considered
as the resources required to exhaust their total capacity to benefit

Culyer (2001, 2007) advocates a different conception of need, though he does not
favour it as an allocative principle. For Culyer, a person’s need – for a specific form
of health care – derives from their total capacity to benefit from that health care. It
does not equate to that capacity, however: “need is defined as the resources, valued in
expenditure terms, required to exhaust capacity to benefit” (Culyer 2001, 279).
On this conception, A needs five interventions, since A’s total capacity to
benefit is exhausted after five interventions. B’s total capacity to benefit is not
exhausted after five interventions, so B needs more interventions than A, on Culyer’s
conception of need. Principle 4 then commends proportional allocation of the
available resources. For instance, if B happens to need 12 interventions, while A
needs 5, then of the available six interventions, B will be allocated 4.2 and A will be
allocated 1.8.8
Principle 4 is blind to diminishing increments of benefit. In this vein, Culyer
(2007, 237) observes: “it is not immediately apparent that this is an attractive
[allocative] criterion. It will favour those whose marginal capacity to benefit falls to
zero only after very large expenditures have been incurred.”
13

Principle 6. Allocate resources so as to equally exhaust each person’s total capacity to
benefit

As per Principle 4, applying Principle 6 requires estimation. This time, we must
estimate B’s total capacity to benefit rather than the number of interventions required
to exhaust it (which we imagined to be 12, for argument’s sake). Looking at the health
frontier and making particular assumptions about its shape, we can estimate that B’s
total capacity to benefit is exhausted after accruing 24h. As noted above, A’s total
capacity to benefit is exhausted after accruing 65h. In Figure 1, the point ‘Total CTB’
marks each person’s total capacity to benefit (according to our estimation). We can
draw a line from this point to the endowment point. The point at which this line
intersects with the health frontier indicates the allocation required to equally exhaust
each person’s total capacity to benefit, preserving the relative difference between
them. That relative difference is indicated by the slope of the ‘Total CTB’ line
(24h/65h = 0.37). In Figure 1, the commended allocation (corresponding to the point
of intersection) is approximately (2.5, 3.5). This allocation results in equally
exhausting each person’s total capacity to benefit, namely by approximately 83%.9
Principle 6 reflects one view expressed by the public, namely that “‘realizing
one’s potential for health improvement,’ whether large or small, [is] important in
social decision-making” (Beauchamp and Childress 2009, 572). Nonetheless,
Principle 6 can be criticised on precisely the same scores as Principle 2. In treating as
irrelevant incremental capacities to benefit, Principle 6 risks foregoing larger benefits
that are otherwise attainable. Moreover, in treating as irrelevant initial health states,
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beyond needing them to calculate capacities to benefit, Principle 6 can favour those
who are already better off.

Principle 7. Allocate resources so as to most closely equalise final health states

Culyer (2001, 2007) argues that health care allocation should aim, not to maximise
aggregate health, but to minimise inequalities in health. Allocation should aim to
equalise people’s health as far as this is allowed by the health frontier, that is, by
available resources, levels of intervention effectiveness, and a concern for Paretoefficiency.
In Figure 1, the 45 degree line (marked ‘slope = 1’) identifies all possible
points at which the health states of A and B would be equal. Only the point on the
health frontier that intersects with this line identifies the allocation that will equalise
final health states. In Figure 1, this is when A and B both have 22h. Solely the
allocation that approximates to 0.7 interventions for A and 5.3 interventions for B will
equalise final health states.10
In Figure 1, the health frontier would not have intersected with the 45 degree
line if one person’s initial health state had already exceeded the best possible health
state attainable by the other person (given intervention effectiveness and available
resources). In this case, it would not have been possible to equalise health states,
without reducing one person’s health. Culyer (2001, 281) argues that allocation
should aim to equalise health “probably” without reducing any identifiable
individual’s health. Principle 7 then commends the allocation corresponding to the
point on the health frontier that is nearest to the 45 degree line.
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Principle 7 treats as relevant both initial health states and incremental
capacities to benefits. However, aggregate benefits will often be foregone in the
interests of most closely equalising final health states.

Principle 8. Allocate resources so as to equally restore health states to population
norms

Let us articulate Culyer’s view more precisely. Culyer does not argue that allocation
should aim to equalise the health of all persons. More precisely, Culyer (2006, 1156–
1157) argues that allocation should aim to equalise the health of all persons who are
relevantly similar or, in his words, “ethically homogenous.” The familiar question
then arises as to precisely which persons are relevantly similar: who are equals?
Principle 7 implies that all persons are relevantly similar (equals) insofar as
allocation should aim to equalise their health. Equals can be conceptualised
differently, however. For instance, we could regard as equals those whose initial
health states compare equally relative to the normal health state of the relevant cohort
or population.11 My health might be much better than yours, but we might both be
only half as healthy as our respective peers. In this way, we can be considered equals.
Culyer (2001, 281) raises this possibility, identifying relevant populations (peers) by
age or, more accurately, “stage of the life-cycle”:

An equitable health care policy should seek to reduce the inequality in
health (life expectation, self-reported morbidity, quality of life in terms of
personal and social functioning) at every stage of the life-cycle. Such a
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policy must meet needs, but in proportion to the ‘distance’ each individual
is from the population average.

In similar fashion, Daniels conceptualises health in terms of normal or, more precisely,
species-typical functioning, and insofar as this declines with age, health care policy
ought to protect or restore each person’s “age-relative opportunity range” (2008, 478,
481).
Principles 7 and 8 differ in intended outcomes. While Principle 7 reflects an
intention to improve health, Principle 8 reflects an intention to improve health only in
line with what is normal for a population. For instance, female fertility normally
declines with age. Returning to Figure 1, imagine that A is younger than B and that,
as such, the fertility levels normal for their ages differ. Imagine that these levels
correspond to 66h and 44h for A and B, respectively.12 Point ‘Population average’
marks this as the intended outcome. As per Principle 6, we can draw a line from this
point to the endowment point. The point at which this line intersects with the health
frontier – namely (1, 5) – indicates the allocation required to equally restore health
states to population norms. The allocation of (1, 5) happens to restore the health states
of both persons to exactly half the respective population averages. It preserves the
relative difference between those averages, indicated by the slope of the ‘Population
average’ line (44h/66h = 0.67). Principle 8 implies that, with intervention, B’s fertility
ought to be only 0.67 times that of A’s fertility, in line with population averages.
Points ‘Total CTB’ and ‘Population average’ both represent intended
outcomes. The first point is located by the (maximum, cumulative) effectiveness of
available interventions. It lies beyond the health frontier because the intended
outcome that it marks outstrips available resources. By contrast, point ‘Population
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average’ lies beyond the health frontier because the intended outcome it marks
outstrips, not available resources, but the effectiveness of available interventions.
Availing more resources will push the health frontier out from the origin but only ever
to the point ‘Total CTB’. In the case of Figure 1, the health frontier will never reach
the ‘Population average’ point. This is due to current intervention effectiveness. For
A, the vertical curve section between (5, 1) and (6, 0) represents a limit that additional
resources cannot overcome. Likewise, for B, the curve will asymptote horizontally
well before being pushed up to 44h.
Like Principle 7, Principle 8 commends an allocation heavily in favour of B.
The allocation of (1, 5) opposes a double whammy. Williams (1997, 118) and others
(Savulescu 1998, 215) write of a “double jeopardy” or “double injustice” when, to
maximise aggregate health, health care is diverted from people with low health states
by virtue of their also having small capacities to benefit from current interventions.
The allocation of (1, 5) compensates for the diminished effectiveness of interventions
for B. But it does not, and in principle does not intend to, compensate for diminished
fertility insofar as this normally declines with age. In this way, Principle 8 contrasts
with Principle 7. Principle 7 does intend to compensate for (to overcome) declines
both in intervention effectiveness and in normal fertility. Meanwhile, Principle 5
reallocates resources away from B in view of the first decline, redoubling what B
suffers in view of the second decline. Principle 5 is concerned with B’s initial health
state only insofar as that state bears influence on the magnitude of B’s first increment
of benefit. In stark contrast to Principle 5, Principles 7 and 8 allocate interventions to
B rather than A precisely because the interventions are less effective at increasing
health (in absolute terms and relative to population averages, respectively). In a word,
B needs more interventions, because interventions for B are less effective.
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Principle 8 is subject to much the same prima facie assessment as Principle 7.
It treats as relevant both initial health states and incremental capacities to benefits, but
also foregoes some aggregate benefit.
Principle 8 can be understood as reflecting an appeal to nature, if population
norms are identified with nature. Principle 8 is potentially consistent with a
conception of medicine on which the proper role of medicine is to restore nature but
not to improve on it (Carter and Braunack-Mayer 2011). By contrast, Principle 7 is
compatible with a conception of medicine on which medicine is not morally
constrained by whatever is normal or natural. This can be seen as an advantage or as
a limitation, depending on one’s moral’s view. One needs to confront fundamental
questions concerning the proper role of medicine if one is to adjudicate between
Principles 7 and 8.13 Put differently, one needs to form a view within the bioethics
‘enhancement’ debate.
Our illustration demonstrates that competing allocative principles can
commend divergent allocations, with similarly divergent consequences for health. As
fewer interventions are allocated to A and more to B, the difference between their final
health states tends to diminish but so too does the sum of those states (aggregate
health). Under Principle 8, some difference in the final health states of A and B is, far
from being unwelcome, precisely the outcome that is intended: the difference should
persist in line with population averages.
For the rest of this article, we move beyond our illustration to explore
possibilities for balancing multiple allocative principles and for conceptualising
benefits as relative to one’s initial health.
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IV. THE RATE AT WHICH ONE MAY BE WILLING TO TRADE AGGREGATE
HEALTH FOR HEALTH EQUALITY

Principle 5 can tend to dominate the contemporary practice of health economics and
policy. However, Principle 5 is merely one of a number of competing allocative
principles, some of which are better poised to reduce rather than to exacerbate
differences in final health states. There is increasing empirical evidence that the
public does not favour the exclusive use of Principle 5, preferring to sacrifice
aggregate health gain for greater health equality (Richardson et al. 2012). A review of
64 empirical studies found that the public tends to value more highly those health
gains that help to reduce health inequalities (Dolan et al. 2005). When given the
choice between two identical health gains, the public strongly prefers the gain going to
the person with the poorest health. This preference has been independently observed in
nine studies conducted across Australia, Canada, Norway, Spain and the USA (McKie
and Richardson 2005).
A concern for justice can encompass concerns both to maximise aggregate
health and to minimise health inequality. However, these concerns will often
compete. Therefore, at what rate, if any, are we willing to trade aggregate health for
greater health equality?
This trade-off is often described as being between ‘efficiency’ and ‘equity.’
However, this description is potentially misleading, for both of these terms can be
given very different meanings. Efficiency can be identified with Principle 5 or, more
generally, with Pareto-efficiency and, in this respect, with plotting the health frontier.
Likewise, equity can be identified with, for one, Principle 7 or, more generally, with
justice in resource allocation (and thus with choosing a point along the health frontier).
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Culyer (2006) argues that ‘efficiency’ and ‘equity’ ought to be given the latter
meanings and that, as such, the conflict between them is “bogus” – there is none. We
plot the health frontier then choose a point along it. There remains, however, a
genuine conflict between Principle 5 and, for one, Principle 7, as reflected in the
distance between the points that they respectively lead us to choose along the health
frontier in Figure 1.
Someone who balances competing commitments to Principles 5 and 7 is, in
Parfit’s terms, a pluralist, moderate Telic egalitarian. By ‘Telic,’ Parfit means
consequentialist. A Telic egalitarian values equality with respect to consequences, e.g.
final health states. A moderate Telic egalitarian is prepared to trade some equality for
utility (e.g. aggregate health) provided that no one is made worse off. For instance,
improving one person’s health but not another’s strictly reduces equality, but no one is
made worse off with respect to health states. This simply equates to a concern for
Pareto-efficiency. A pluralist Telic egalitarian is prepared to trade some equality for
utility (e.g. aggregate health) even when someone is made worse off, provided that the
trade is worth it.
If we can quantify the rate at which we are willing to trade aggregate health for
greater health equality, then we can use this number to define the shape of a “social
welfare function” (Wagstaff 1991, 123–125; Williams 1997). In Figure 1, this would
be a curve that reflects the rate at which we are willing to trade. It would reflect the
relative strength of our commitments to Principles 5 and 7. The curve would intersect
with the health frontier at some point between the points where the -1 slope (Principle
5) and the 1 slope (Principle 7) intersect with the health frontier.
A social welfare function could instead be used to reflect the relative strength
of commitments to Principles 5 and 8. In this case, maximising aggregate health is
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balanced against equalising the health, not of all persons, but of those relevantly
similar, now identified with reference to population norms. Aggregate health is traded
with the health equality of peers so identified.

V. A FAIR INNINGS

Principle 8 can instead be understood as reflecting an appeal, not to nature, but to a
fair innings. These appeals are different and distinct, though they can be run together,
e.g. we can appeal to nature as establishing whatever constitutes a fair innings.
Williams (1997) appeals to a fair innings as the outcome that allocation should intend
for each person, considering health as a kind of stock that accumulates over time in
increments, with the magnitude of those increments depending on one’s health-related
quality of life. Williams (1997, 119) considers the appeal to a fair innings to be (1)
consequentialist, (2) “about a person’s whole life-time experience, not about their state
at any particular point in time”,14 and (3) reflective of an “aversion to inequality” (that
is, broadly egalitarian). Moreover, the fair innings itself is (4) quantifiable. We
should all enjoy a similar, if not equal, quantity of health over a lifetime. (In this light,
a question arises concerning our illustration: what additional health stock has B
already accumulated, if B is older?)
There is evidence of public support for a view like Williams’s. McKie and
Richardson (2005, 3) flag a widely shared “preference for younger patients because of
an aversion to inequality in age of death”, or in final accumulated health stock, to use
Williams’s terms. Surveys of the Australian public have found a predominant concern
to equalise individuals’ lifetime health prospects (Richardson et al. 2012). This
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preference has been called “egalitarian ageism”, since it will often favour the young
(McKie and Richardson 2005, 3).15
An advocate of a fair innings for all is only interested in age insofar as age
proxies for an accumulated stock of health. Strictly speaking, age is morally irrelevant
for the fair-innings advocate; it is the accumulated stock of health that is relevant: “the
justification is not age itself, but who the worst off are in terms of lifetime health”
(Norheim et al. 2014, 6). For instance, if one person is old but has suffered an
incredibly poor quality of life all along, then their claim on health resources can still
be strong, indeed stronger than that of a much younger person who has enjoyed perfect
health, for the younger person has had, in a word, a better innings (having
accumulated a greater stock of health-adjusted life years, for instance).
A fair innings can be taken to mean, not an equal stock, nor even a comparable
stock, but simply a reasonable stock. Frankfurt (1987, 21) writes of, not health, but
wealth: “If everyone had enough, it would be of no moral consequence whether some
had more than others.” Perhaps allocators are particularly willing to trade aggregate
health for greater health equality when one party does not have ‘enough’. If so, then
the rate at which we are willing to trade is not constant: it changes depending on how
poor is someone’s health, or how low is their stock. Put differently, the relevance of a
person’s capacity to benefit changes depending on how poor is their initial health, or
how low is their stock. Here, equal increments or quanta of intervention effect are no
longer valued equally: they no longer constitute the same benefit. We return to this
issue below, particularly in discussing an allocative principle proposed by Bognar
(2015).
Norheim et al. (2014) repeatedly assert that all persons should have “a fair
chance to live a full and healthy life.” Williams could well agree with this, but in his
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particular advocacy of a fair innings for all, he would sharpen the assertion as follows.
All persons should have an equal probability to enjoy an equal stock of healthadjusted life years. This assertion contrasts quite radically with the following. All
persons should have an equal opportunity to live the whole of their natural lives. This
may be closer to what Norheim et al. mean. A concern to secure for each person a
fair innings is precisely a concern to secure for each person some threshold or
equivalent stock of health, not to secure for each person the whole of their natural
life.16 It is for this reason that, on its own, the concern to secure for each person a fair
innings is inadequate to protect older people, insofar as those deemed to have already
had a fair innings (the requisite stock) are deemed to have no justice-based claim on
health resources.
For all the conceptual resources that health economists can provide ethicists –
and we hope to have demonstrated the power of some of them through our illustration
– health economists may, for their part, nonetheless need to wrestle with the moral
importance, not merely of probabilities but of opportunities, and not merely of added
quanta (stocks) of health, but of people’s whole natural lives.

VI. PRIORITARIANS

Parfit (1997) coined the term ‘Prioritarian’. A Prioritarian prioritises the worst off,
independent of concerns for equality or aggregate utility.17 Prioritising the worst off
out of duty or out of a concern for consequences makes you either a Deontic or Telic
Prioritarian. Prioritarianism is consonant (though not equivalent) with wanting parties
to have “enough”, that is, with valuing “sufficiency” above equality (Frankfurt 1987,
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22). Parfit (1997, 212) expresses the Prioritarian view in a number of ways, most
simply thus: “we might be especially concerned about those people who are worse
off.” (St Paul was asked to “remember the poor” (Galatians 2:10).) Parfit (1997, 221)
also expresses the Prioritarian view thus: “gains to the worse off count for more.”
Parfit (1997, 213) formally defines the Prioritarian view thus: “Benefiting people
matters more the worse off these people are.”
On close examination, these different expressions contain at least two distinct
views, which Parfit failed to differentiate. One type of Prioritarian simply prioritises
the worst off, while a second type is concerned with benefits considered relative to
how badly off people are to begin with. For instance, suppose that P has 9 while Q has
10, and we can give 1 to P or 10 to Q. The first type of Prioritarian will give 1 to P,
since P has the least: they simply prioritise the worst off. The second type of
Prioritarian might give 10 to Q because 10/10 >> 1/9; that is, the second type of
Prioritarian seeks to maximise benefits considered relative to how badly off people are
to begin with. We say ‘might’ because, for the second type of Prioritarian, a question
remains as to how much “gains to the worse off count for more” (Parfit 1997, 221). In
other words, what is the rate at which we are willing to trade benefits going to the
better off for benefits going to the worse off? The first type of Prioritarian does not
ask at what rate gains accruing to one party should be traded for gains accruing to
another. Instead, she simply allocates resources to the worst off. For second-type
Prioritarians, uniform increments or quanta of intervention effect are no longer valued
uniformly. Some are valued more than others; some are taken to constitute greater
benefits than others. Benefits are redefined as relative to how badly off someone is,
e.g. in terms of pre-intervention health. Second-type Prioritarians can seek to
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maximise such benefits in the aggregate, or they can seek to equalise such benefits
among parties. We now go on to demonstrate this.
Bognar (2015) endeavours to discern an allocative principle that conforms to,
and might therein be seen to underpin, a series of moral intuitions regarding which of
two persons ought to be allocated a resource unit, when those persons differ only in
age and/or the capacity to benefit. Bognar (2015) intuits the following.


A “20-year old patient who will live for many years if she gets the drug” ought
to get the drug above “a 70-year old patient who will live for only a few more
years if she gets the drug.”



A “20-year old patient who will live for 10 more years if she gets the drug”
ought to get the drug above “a 70-year old patient who will live for 10 more
years if she gets the drug.”



A “30-year old patient who will live for 10 more years if she gets the drug”
ought to get the drug above “a 40-year old patient who will live for 10 more
years if she gets the drug”.18



A “30-year old patient who will live for 10 more years if she gets the drug”
ought to get the drug above “a 60-year old patient who will live for 10 more
years if she gets the drug”.19

Bognar proposes that the best allocative principle conforming to these intuitions is as
follows: allocate resources so as to maximise, in the aggregate, life years whose
assigned value diminishes with age. In other words, allocate resources so as to
maximise aggregated benefits, where quanta of effect (i.e. life years) constitute ever
smaller benefits as they accrue to an individual. Bognar (2015, 10) envisages a case of
diminishing marginal returns: “we should assign different weights to additional life
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years, but their value should be diminishing as they are added to the lives of older
persons.”
Bognar characterises his view as Prioritarian. More precisely, his view accords
with what we have called second-type Prioritarianism, for on Bognar’s view, it is
conceptually possible to specify a rate of trade that identifies precisely how much more
valuable are quanta of effect (i.e. life years) accruing to the people worst off (i.e. the
youngest or, more precisely, those having so far accumulated the least health stock).
Moreover, Bognar is a second-type Prioritarian of the maximising kind, since he seeks
to maximise aggregated benefits, where benefits comprise quanta of effect assigned a
value relative to how badly off someone is. But there is an alternative allocative
principle that Bognar does not explicitly discuss but which equally commends
allocations conforming to his intuitions, namely first-type Prioritarianism. To
reiterate, the first-type Prioritarian does not ask at what rate gains accruing to the
better off should be traded for gains accruing to the worse off. Instead, she simply
allocates resources to the worst off; other considerations are trumped. For example,
the first-type Prioritarian always secures an extra year of life for a 20-year old, no
matter how many life years she could otherwise secure for a 70-year old, and no
matter how many 70-year olds she could otherwise secure an extra life year for.
Bognar suggests that this is precisely why his allocative principle is superior: “it
allows trade-offs to be made between benefits to different people.” However, Bognar
is left with “the aggregation problem”, namely the problem of how much we ought to
prioritise large gains for the few over modest gains for the many (Daniels 1993).
Bognar (2015, 10) simply requires that lots and lots of minor health benefits (“many
more”) be traded for somebody’s life. By contrast, the first-type Prioritarian is not left
with the aggregation problem. Nor are Williams and Norheim et al.: they treat people,
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not quanta of health, as moral equals, insofar as they assert the following. All persons
should have an equal probability to enjoy an equal stock of health-adjusted life years
(Williams). All persons should have an equal opportunity to live the whole of their
natural lives (Norheim et al.).

Differentially valuing quanta of effect in favour of the worst off: recent Dutch and
British efforts at operationalising need as an allocative principle

In effect, Bognar proposed one way in which we might choose to differentially value
uniform quanta of effect (i.e. life years) in the manner of a second-type Prioritarian,
namely prioritising the worst off at a particular rate of trade (put differently, according
to a particular mathematical function). Differentially valuing quanta of effect in such
a way can be undertaken in the name of need. That is, it can constitute an attempt at
operationalising need as an allocative principle. We now demonstrate this by
explicating, by the light of some of our preceding analysis, two efforts made by Dutch
and British health economists to operationalise need as an allocative principle.
Since at least 1991, the Dutch have formally acknowledged the importance of
a health intervention’s “effectiveness”, “efficiency” and “necessity” (van de Wetering
et al. 2013, 108). In the Netherlands, as in comparable countries, efficiency has
increasingly been operationalised as an allocative principle by the mandating of
formal economic evaluations, which typically compare an intervention’s costs and
effects to those of alternative interventions with a view to maximising aggregate
health (Principle 5). Meanwhile, necessity
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while intuitively important, eluded definition and measurement and thus
remained barely applied as a (systematic) selection criterion …
Proportional shortfall was introduced to provide a more systematic and
quantitative definition of necessity (van de Wetering et al. 2013, 111).

Proportional shortfall refers to the proportion of remaining lifetime health that one
stands to lose by virtue of an illness, assuming that the illness goes untreated. It refers
to how far someone stands to fall short of a full and healthy life in the absence of
treatment, expressed as a proportion of the remaining health the person could
otherwise expect in the absence of illness. As an allocative principle, proportional
shortfall embodies the morally normative view that “priority should be given to those
who lose the greatest proportion of their remaining health expectancy due to some
illness if the illness remains untreated” (van de Wetering et al. 2013, 110).
Van de Wetering et al. quantify proportional shortfall with the following
equation, which features the orthodox unit of measure for a health gain or loss, the
quality-adjusted life year (QALY).20

Disease-related QALY loss
Proportional shortfall = Remaining QALY expectation in absence of the disease

This equation can be unpacked (see Figure 2). Van de Wetering et al. (2013, 110)
note that “the denominator reflects the remaining QALY expectation in normal health,
which could, for example, be determined on the basis of the age and gender.” Moral
decisions are unavoidably involved “in defining the relevant group”, namely in
determining who ought to be considered a person’s peers and therefore what normal
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health comprises (precisely as per Principle 8) (van de Wetering et al. 2013, 112).
Van de Wetering et al. (2013, 110) explain that the “proportional shortfall is 1 for all
patients who face a threat of immediate death, irrespective of their age”, since “they
will lose 100% of their remaining life.” Likewise, the proportional shortfall is 0.5 for
all persons who stand to lose half of the QALYs they could otherwise expect to
accrue, irrespective of how many QALYs this is. In this way, the younger person
who stands to lose 20 of 40 expected QALYs, and the older person who stands to lose
1 of 2 expected QALYs, are attributed the same necessity, or degree of need.
Van de Wetering et al. (2013, 111) remark that “proportional shortfall
proposes to equalize relative attainments.” This suggests the following allocative
principle: allocate resources so as to recover for each person the same proportion of
health (e.g. half the QALYs) that would otherwise be lost. This principle conforms to
second-type Prioritarianism of the equalising kind. The intended outcome is to
equalise benefits among parties, where benefits comprise quanta of effect (e.g.
QALYs) differentially valued according to how badly off someone is. In the case of
proportional shortfall, the greater the proportion of one’s remaining life one stands to
lose, the worse off one is. (More precisely, if we return to Figure 2, the bigger A is
relative to B, the worse off someone is.) However, van de Wetering et al.’s (2013,
111) observation that proportional shortfall proposes to equalise relative attainments
seems mistaken, for on its own, proportional shortfall has nothing to do with
attainments, namely quanta of treatment effect. Proportional shortfall has only to do
with expected losses, namely by virtue of illness. What can be done about the illness
has yet to enter the picture.
Van de Wetering et al. (2013, 111) observe of proportional shortfall that
“broad consensus exists in the Netherlands to use it for equity weighting.”
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Conceptually, an equity weight is a factor by which some (but not all) quanta of
treatment effect are multiplied (that is, differentially valued) in the name of equity.
Standardly, resources are then allocated so as to maximise in the aggregate these
differentially valued quanta of effect.21 Therefore, the Dutch use of proportional
shortfall as an equity weight conforms to second-type Prioritarianism of the
maximising kind. In this respect, it resembles Bognar’s allocative principle (allocate
resources so as to maximise in the aggregate life years whose assigned value
diminishes with age). The two allocative principles differ only in who is to be
considered worse off and what mathematical function is to specify the rate at which
gains to the worse off count for more.
Finally, let us briefly consider proportional shortfall in relation to the
diagrammatic approach embodied in Figure 1. We have already observed that
proportional shortfall does not take into account attainments, namely capacities to
benefit from treatment. But as an equity weight, proportional shortfall can be used to
differentially value capacities to benefit, e.g. to multiply them by a factor between
zero and one. In effect, such multiplication modifies the shape of the health frontier.
The point at which the modified health frontier intersects with the -1 slope can then be
identified, and the corresponding allocation will maximise aggregated benefits, which
now comprise differentially valued quanta of effect. This is a way of trying to
maximise in the aggregate, not simply quanta of effect, but value more broadly
conceived. Here, value has two components: the magnitude of the health gain, and
how badly off is the person before enjoying the health gain. In other words,
someone’s capacity to benefit and someone’s initial health are both treated as relevant
for the purposes of just resource allocation (precisely as per Principles 7 and 8).
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The Dutch use of proportional shortfall to operationalise need as an allocative
principle parallels recent discussions in Britain regarding the potential use of a similar
concept. Orthodox comparisons of the costs and effects of health interventions do not
differentially value quanta of effect, but the British Department of Health has
commissioned work to examine whether this ought to change, namely in view of the
fact that society seems to place a higher value on health gains going to people who
suffer a high “burden of illness” (Miners, Cairns, and Wailoo 2013). This concept can
be equated with need. The Department of Health has proposed that a person’s burden
of illness should be considered in terms of “the number of QALYs lost by a patient
because of their condition” (Miners, Cairns, and Wailoo 2013, 10). Miners et al.
(2013, 10) clarify the concept:

More formally this is described as a person’s number of projected QALYs
given current treatments for their particular condition, subtracted from the
expected number of QALYs given a sex-adjusted population life
expectancy without the condition.

In short, someone’s burden of illness refers to how badly off someone remains
compared to healthy peers, even with the best available treatment. (Imagine a
treatment that fails to eliminate all the deleterious effects of an illness.) Insofar as the
concept of burden of illness encompasses treatment effects, it contrasts with the Dutch
concept of proportional shortfall. Moreover, burden of illness is quantified not as a
ratio or proportion (e.g. 0.5) but as an absolute quantity of health stock (e.g. 50
QALYs).
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Miners et al. propose that the concept of burden of illness can be applied, not
simply to a person, but to a population that stands to benefit from a given
intervention.22 The population’s burden of illness can be estimated (as a number of
QALYs), then this number can commend an equity weight. This equity weight can
then be applied like any other, e.g. as it is in the Dutch case of proportional shortfall.
In effect, an equity weight multiplies the value of QALYs gained by a given
intervention. In this way, quanta of effect are differentially valued according to how
badly off people are. The Dutch concept of proportional shortfall and the British
proposals regarding burden of illness correspond to different perspectives on the
precise respect in which someone is to be considered badly off. In this way, the Dutch
and British proposals differ in what constitutes need. They can each be seen as a
means of operationalising need as an allocative principle, and they each represent a
case of second-type Prioritarianism of the maximising kind.

VII. CONCLUSION

A lack of clarity and agreement on the concept of equity has impeded the
measurement of equity concerns, such as someone’s degree of need, as part of routine
economic evaluation. Hence, it has impeded the systematic integration of equity
concerns into health resource allocation (Johri and Norheim 2012). For this reason,
this article has clarified options for conceptualising equity or what we have called
justice in resource allocation. This has included clarifying options for conceptualising
need. All of the allocative principles that we examined are substantive – in two
senses. First, they are not merely formal, in that they do attempt to specify the
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substance of what makes for equals. Second, the principles are not merely procedural,
in the sense that they do not identify the achievement of justice purely with the
satisfaction of a specific (e.g. deliberative or democratic) procedure. Our illustration is
intended as a spur and aid to deliberation on allocative principles. Even within the
narrow confines of our illustration’s particular assumptions, precisely which allocation
would be just is not obvious.
Members of the public have expressed the view that society should be willing
to sacrifice aggregate “health gains to ensure that the chronically ill and permanently
disabled are afforded the opportunity to realise their potential for health, even if this is
not great” (McKie and Richardson 2005, 3).23 This view opposes Principle 5
(maximise aggregate health). Moreover, the view can be intended and interpreted in a
number of ways – for instance, as support for:


Principle 6 (equally exhaust each person’s total capacity to benefit);



Principle 7 (most closely equalise final health states);



Principle 8 (equally restore health states to population norms); or



a type of Prioritarianism (prioritise the people worst off) (Parfit 1997).

Both the empirical work and the practical resource allocation processes that engage
with any such public view need to be mindful of this so as not to misinterpret it.
Of the eight allocative principles that we have illustrated, only Principle 7
(most closely equalise final health states) and Principle 8 (equally restore health states
to population norms) implicitly treat as relevant attributes both a person’s initial health
state and a person’s incremental capacity to benefit. Therefore, we have good reason
to prefer Principles 7 and 8 to the other illustrated principles, insofar as we affirm (on
the basis of intuition or otherwise) the moral relevance of both a person’s initial health
state and a person’s incremental capacity to benefit.
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Should resource allocation be guided by an appeal to a fair innings? If so,
what constitutes a fair innings? Principle 8 (equally restore health states to population
averages) represents one way of factoring into resource allocation a ‘fair innings’.
Further questions then arise as to which sub-populations ought to be distinguished and
what best reflects their normal health.
Quantifying health can obscure people behind their health states and encourage
the equal treatment, not of people, but of quanta of health, however health is conceived
(Persad, Wertheimer, and Emanuel 2009). Applying Principle 8 (equally restore
health states to population norms) may be one means by which to preserve both the
advantages of quantification (including precision) and the rightness of seeing people,
not quanta of health, as moral equals. Another means is to consider benefits as
relative to how badly off someone is. A fundamental question with respect to justice
in resource allocation concerns whether benefits ought to be viewed as relative to how
badly off someone is. Further questions then arise as to how much intervention effects
accruing to the worse off count for more, and how this changes with improving health.
We have explicated some recent efforts to answer these questions, including in Dutch
and British health economics and policy circles. Each of these efforts offer different
answers, and each constitutes an instance of what we have called second-type
Prioritarianism of the maximising kind, since they each seek to maximise in the
aggregate quanta of effect that are differentially valued in favour of the worst off. In
this respect, they can each be viewed as efforts to operationalise need as an allocative
principle.
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NOTES

1

For Daniels, unsolved rationing problems include how much we ought to prioritise the worst off and
how much we ought to prioritise large gains for the few over modest gains for the many. The second
problem is known as “the aggregation problem” (Daniels 1993). The “rule of rescue”, namely “the
imperative to rescue identifiable individuals facing avoidable death” (McKie and Richardson 2003),
can be understood in the context of the aggregation problem, namely as a commitment to securing
significant gains (if only for the few) over modest gains (even if for the many).
2
It is important to critique the other assumptions also, but we do not do so in this article.
3
We examine Principle 1 in examining Principle 5, to which it is equivalent.
4
A fraction of an intervention could also correspond to the probability of winning a lottery whose prize
was the whole intervention, though there could well be ethical problems with allocating treatment in
this way, e.g. it might be demeaning, namely in view of the seriousness of whether or not someone is
allocated the intervention.
5
For argument’s sake, we put aside the formidable and much-debated conceptual and technical
challenges concerning the development and use of a health metric.
6
An initial health state of zero is unusual, since a zero health state usually represents death. A zero
health state need not represent this, however. For instance, consider the case of blindness (zero vision)
or some types of infertility (zero fertility).
7
A mathematical function could be used to specify the relation.
8
4.2 = 12/(12+5)*6, while 1.8 = 5/(12+5)*6.
9
0.83 = 54/65 (A) = 20/24 (B).
10
Again, to calculate this, we could make some assumptions regarding the mathematical function of the
curve. Or we could examine the curve section as a line. In this way, by interpolating between the
known data points, we can identify the point at which persons A and B share the same health state.
11
One must consider what best reflects a cohort’s normal health state. For instance, it could be the
average, the median, the mode, or some other aspect of the distribution of health across the cohort. Or
it could be a norm derived completely without statistics. Mainly for simplicity, we focus on the
average.
12
These numbers represent the modelled probabilities of a live birth after one year of trying for a baby
without assisted reproductive technology for women who begin at 35 and 40 years of age, respectively
(Leridon 2004).
13
For instance, these fundamental questions were raised in the form of “different possible conceptions
of medical need” in deliberative forums with clinicians and citizens that aimed at achieving a
consensus on Australian public funding for assisted reproductive technology (Hodgetts et al. 2014, 3):
“On one conception, need increases with the degree of disruption to normal health”, whereas on a
competing conception of medical need, “medicine ought to overcome not so much disruptions in
normal health but, for instance, limits to important opportunities”, independent of whether those limits
owe to what is normal or natural (Carter et al. 2013, 85).
14
Williams’s emphasis.
15
This contrasts with, for one, “utilitarian ageism”, which simply equates to Principle 5. Here ‘ageism’
is not intended to connote mere prejudice, namely an allocative preference that is unjustified. Instead,
the word is intended to simply connote differential treatment. The question of whether the differential
treatment is justified is another matter. Daniels argues that differential treatment with age need not
express mere prejudice – that is, it might be justified – because people typically move through every
age bracket. Insofar as we all age, “[w]e can have (1) differential treatment without (2) disparate
impact that is harmful to some people and not others” (Daniels 2008, 478). By contrast, people do not
typically change (let alone move through every bracket of) race, sex, gender, or sexual orientation, so
differential treatment on these scores will harm some people but not others.
16
It is worth provisionally tracing the concept of the whole of one’s natural life. ‘Dying of natural
causes’ is a related concept. Someone could have a fair innings, accruing the requisite health stock,
without living the whole of their natural life. They may be killed in an accident, for example. One’s
natural life is the number of years that a particular individual will live under favourable conditions.
One individual’s natural life may be 70 years, while another’s may be 110 years. In this way, the
concept of the whole of one’s natural life is not reducible to the concept of a species-typical lifespan.
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Though the species-typical lifespan is a “scaffolding fact”, or part of the background, when it comes to
the concept of the whole of one’s natural life (Carter 2013).
17
Parfit’s term is unfortunate insofar as egalitarians and utilitarians also prioritise: they differ precisely
in the bases on which they prioritise.
18
Pace Bognar, we could intuit that the 30-year old and the 40-year old with the same capacity to
benefit (i.e. 10 additional life years) share an equal claim on the resource. This intuition could be
explicated in terms of the two people being reasonably the same age, precisely as per Savulescu’s
discussion of reasonably-the-same capacities to benefit. Savulescu (1998, 228, 232-233) suggests that
we have as much reason to allocate resources to one party as to another when their capacities to benefit
are reasonably similar or, in other words, “good enough” relative to one another. Parties’ capacities to
benefit need not be perfectly equivalent for us to have equal reason to allocate resources to them. One
party’s capacity to benefit may be greater than another’s; nevertheless, we have equal reason to allocate
interventions to one person as to another if their respective capacities to benefit are reasonably similar.
Only when capacities to benefit “greatly” differ do we have more reason to allocate resources to one
party than to another (Savulescu 1998, 231). Savulescu’s view clearly contrasts with Principle 5, for
insofar as one seeks to maximise aggregate health, one can be said to have more reason to allocate
resources to the party with the greater capacity to benefit, however small the difference.
19
Bognar presents the fourth scenario to argue against the allocative principle on which a ‘completed’
life of, say, 70 years has value beyond the simple accumulation of years: “If death before the fair
innings threshold [of 70 years] is a tragedy, then the 60-year old patient should get the drug, since that
way there will be only half as many tragedies.”
20
Van de Wetering et al. (2013, 112) explicitly state that the linearity of the equation is simply
intended as a starting point. For instance, the public may prioritise a high proportional shortfall far
above a low one, and therefore commend refining the equation accordingly. Such refinement could
also be a way of operationalising the rule of rescue, we may note.
21
Alternatively, the cost-effectiveness threshold for publicly funding a treatment can be reduced by a
factor, which comes to same: “when people stand to lose relatively more of their remaining health, a
higher cost per QALY threshold is appropriate”, i.e. we are willing to pay more for these particular
QALY gains, insofar as we value them more highly (van de Wetering et al. 2013, 113).
22
To be precise, the burden of illness can be considered “the absolute number of QALYs that would be
lost, on average, for patients for whom the new technology is being appraised given the comparator
treatment within the technology appraisal, compared to patients living at full health for an average sexadjusted life expectancy. Note there is a discussion to be had as to whether QoL [quality of life] in the
absence of disease … is considered to be perfect health (i.e. one) or is age-adjusted” (Miners, Cairns,
and Wailoo 2013, 10). The discussion regarding age reflects the kind of decision to be made between
Principle 7 and Principle 8.
23
Their emphasis.
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